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Zhaoming Qian has long been a gift to English-language scholarship on the formative 
influence of Far Eastern aesthetics upon Anglophone poetry and poetics of the high 
modernist period. Grounded in fine-grained comparative analysis of poems in Chinese 
and English, his Orientalism and Modernism: The Legacy of China in Pound and Williams 
(1995) was followed by The Modernist Response to Chinese Art: Pound, Moore, Stevens (2003) 
and Ezra Pound's Chinese Friends: Stories in Letters (2008), an illustrated edition of 162 
letters from Pound’s correspondence with nine Chinese friends. In addition to his own 
indispensable studies of the Chinese engagements, sources, and resonances in the work 
of these five great modernist poets, Qian has organized two international conferences: 
the 1999 Beijing conference on Ezra Pound and China, attended by scholars from 16 
countries and many Chinese universities, and the Third International Conference on 
Modernism and the Orient in Hangzhou in 2010. He has also published much of the 
participants’ wide-ranging work on East-West modernism in his edited volumes Ezra 
Pound and China (2003) and Modernism and the Orient (2012).  
 
In East-West Exchange and Late Modernism: Williams, Moore, Pound, Qian extends the 
archival, biographical, and literary historical research methods of Ezra Pound's Chinese 
Friends, combining reconstructions of these American modernists’ late collaborations 
with Asian-born friends and acquaintances with close study of the poems that issued 
from these informal transcultural and translinguistic interchanges. These friendships 
revived the heady early days when these poets and others were forging modernist 
aesthetics. In dialogue with these friends, these long-lived artists both revisited their early 
experimental poems and created new poems that helped to keep modernist poetry and 
poetics alive in a Cold War moment dominated by the jeremiads of the Beats, the 
confessional poetics of Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, and Anne Sexton, and emergent 
postmodernist poetics.  
 
Qian expands his 2010 article on William Carlos Williams’s “master/apprentice” 
collaboration, from 1957 to 1961, with Hangzhou-born poet David Raphael Wang on 
English adaptations of poems by Wang Wei, Li Bai, and Du Fu (40). Three years after 
Williams’s death, Wang published the fruits of their work as “The Cassia Tree” (1966). 
But, Qian argues, this collaboration bore earlier fruit in Pictures from Brueghel and Other 
Poems (1962). Williams composed most of these poems during the years when he and 
Wang were working together to translate and adapt classical Chinese poems. Having 
admired “perhaps some of the greatest poems ever written” in Pound’s 1915 Cathay, 
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Williams had plunged into study of Chinese poetry and poetics, including the stop-short 
quatrain, a difficult form wherein, Herbert Giles explains in his History of Chinese 
Literature (1901), the words end abruptly and the sense ineffably continues. Williams’s 
late return to this form, Qian shows, propelled his “escape from the triadic line” of his 
middle period to the minimalist “short-line quatrains” predominant in the poems of this 
later volume (41). 
 
Qian’s keynote address on his recovery of Marianne Moore’s long-lost lecture “Tedium 
and Integrity in Poetry” (1957), from a sound recording made when she delivered it at 
Mills College, was a highlight of the 2010 Hangzhou conference. Qian’s address, which 
builds on his work on Moore in The Modernist Response to Chinese Art, appears as “Mai-
mai Sze, the Tao, and Late Moore” in Modernism and the Orient. In East-West Exchange and 
Late Modernism, Qian revisits the influence of Sze’s gift of her book The Tao of Painting on 
“Tedium and Integrity” and publishes a transcript of Moore's lecture as an appendix. He 
further explores Sze’s influence on the poems in Moore’s “magnificent” O to Be a Dragon 
(1959), which led John Ashbery to rank her among “the greatest living poet[s] in English” 
(86). Sze’s gift, Qian shows, inspired Moore to “a new minimalist tendency, a queer lucid 
style, and an increased respect for . . . what the Chinese call ‘wholeness of Heaven and 
Earth’” (86-87). In reconstructing Moore’s friendship with Sze, Qian brings to light the 
influence of another of Sze’s gifts to Moore: a years-long TLS subscription, whence, for 
example, descriptive imagery of James Boswell and Samuel Johnson migrated into the 
elephant and pygmy of “Old Amusement Park: Before it became LaGuardia Airport” in Tell 
Me, Tell Me (1966). Moore thanked Sze for “Affording me luxury week by week—
educating me” (76). 
 
Ezra Pound’s Chinese Friends introduced the Lijiang-born, Western-educated physicist 
Pao-hein [Paul] Fang through a detailed history of his visits to Pound in St. Elizabeths, 
from their first meeting in 1953 to the lessons in Naxi [Na-khi] language, culture, and 
pictographic writing that he gave Pound in 1956. Pao-hein Fang (not to be confused with 
Achilles Fang) tutored Pound in the pronunciation of Na-khi words and in the meanings 
of the Na-khi ceremonies and rituals reported by Joseph Rock. Fang considered the Na-
khi passages in Pound’s late cantos Thrones (1959) and Drafts and Fragments of Cantos CX 
to CXVII (1969) to have immortalized his “beloved village” on the Tibetan roof of the 
world (199). In East-West Exchange and Late Modernism, Qian shows that Pound’s Na-khi 
passages not only draw upon Rock’s work but also contain certain elements that only 
Pao-hein Fang’s live instruction can account for. By the same method—and here he 
corrects his earlier work—Qian discovers that Pound’s talks with Xiao-Xiang native 
Baosun Zeng provided the poet’s local knowledge of that region’s “seven lakes” in the 
“eight views of Xiao-Xiang” that appear in the collage-poem of Canto XLIX (13). Qian’s 
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detailed reconstruction of this friendship illuminates Pao-hein Fang’s benign presence as 
a kind of unseen muse as Pound labored to write paradise in the late Cantos. 
 
Qian greatly enriches his book by framing these case studies within discussions of three 
East-West collaborations in other media. His introduction invokes the influence of 
Japanese aesthetics and ukiyo-e paintings on Claude Monet’s late paintings, such as the 
Water Lilies series inspired by his 231 Japanese prints at Giverny, including nine of 
Hokusai’s Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji. Qian’s coda details the impact of the 1983 Beijing 
People’s Art Theatre production of Miller’s Death of a Salesman (1949) on the play’s 
interpretive and performance history. The 68-year-old Miller directed BPAT’s production 
in Ying Ruocheng’s translation, and his 1984 Salesman in Beijing, ensured that Beijing 
opera-trained Liu Jun’s surreal rendering of the Woman in Boston would resonate in later 
film and stage productions. Qian concludes with internationally renowned architect I. M. 
Pei’s collaborative design for the Suzhou Museum (2002–2006), a commission the 
Suzhou-born Pei undertook at the age of 85. The museum’s location adjacent to Suzhou’s 
ancient World Heritage structures, gardens, canals, and lagoons posed formidable 
challenges. To meet them, Pei gathered and harmonized perspectives of Eastern- and 
Western-trained architects, planners, and cultural authorities to fuse modernist 
minimalism with Taoist “wholeness of Heaven and Earth” in an aesthetic that makes 
Suzhou's venerable beauty new (142). 
 
Is there a certain nostalgic poignancy in Qian’s demonstration that in their later years 
these great American modernist poets reinvented the spare austere poetics of their early 
work? Beside the striking breakthroughs in English poetics of “The Return,” the Imagist 
movement, Cathay, Spring and All, and early Moore, these poets’ later works, though fresh 
and new in themselves, may seem to belong to a literary historical moment that frames 
them as reflective. Yet they also remind us of Ernest Fenollosa’s opening prophecy, in The 
Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry, written before his death in 1908 and 
published in 1919: “This twentieth century not only turns a new page in the book of the 
world, but opens another and a startling chapter. Vistas of strange futures unfold . . . of 
world-embracing cultures half weaned from Europe, of hitherto undreamed 
responsibilities for nations and races.” All these artists’ late works, as well as Qian’s 
study, attest to the flourishing of East-West cultural exchange through and beyond the 
twentieth century, as these late chapters of these poets’ literary biographies take their 
place in Fenollosa’s startling new chapter of cultural history.  
 
In this light, Qian’s indefatigable archival scholarship over many years makes his work a 
signal model of that finely developed historical sense that T. S. Eliot considered essential 
to serious poets and critics. No scholar has done more to illuminate the treasures of 
Chinese art, thought, and friendship, ancient and contemporary, that inspired these 
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anglophone modernist artists. As world-embracing East-West cultural exchanges and 
collaborations continue apace in the twenty-first century, and a shared cultural 
imagination continues to deepen and flower, we may look for many more new and 
illuminating pages in the book of the world. 
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